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ABSTRACT
?.:>:Lean algebra has Long played a well known role Ln the develop*
cent of mathematical logic, but ever: in the prepositional calculus there
are many problems still to be investigated. Among these is the question
of the feasibility of identifying the statement calculus with a Boolean
aigebra other than the (0, 1) algebra. The theory of Boolean algebra as
required for a study of the algebraic aspects of logic is formulated.
Characteristics of the equality relation are discussed and the proposi=
tional calculus is outlined with early emphasis on the equivalence clas-
ses, Vo} and \l\. The concepts of truth values, truth functions and
truth sets are developed. Through these concepts, the statement calculus
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As necessary introductory material in the development of the pn
ent thesis, this section defines and characterizes a Boolean algebra
terms of its set-theoretical aspects. A summarization of the properties
of Boolean algebra relative to the discussion is included.
A Boolean algebra is defined as a non-empty set with two binary
operations, U (union) and (intersection)
,
and one unary operation.,
1 (complementation)* (Th'sse operations are called union., intersection
and complementation because they will have the same properties as t
corresponding operations in the special Boolean algebra of sets.)
The following set of axioms Q.6] are assumed as 'terlzing I
operations of union, intersection and complementation. (T"
axioms in this set is not a minimum number required to establish &
Boolean algebra but is satisfactory for the development of t! terial
in this section.)
i. AUB = BUA j Af\B s Br\A
ii, AU(BUC) r AUB(UC) \ A A(B ftC) = (A/^\B)A C
iii. (AAB)UB = B ; aH(AUB) r A
iv. An(BUC) = (AAB)U(AnC) I AU(BnC) > (AUB)n(AUC)
v. (AAA')UB i B l (AUA')HB * B
To relate the Boolean algebra to set theory , we define a field of
sets as any non-empty class (3 of subsets of a fixed non-empty space X 9
where OP is closed with respect to the set- theoretic union, intersect!
and complementation, Then every field of sets is a Boolean algebra wit
the Boolean operations U
, f~\ , ' .
As a particular example \J>J, let P(X) be the power set of X 8 I

the class of all subsets of X« P(X) is a field of sets as defined above
and, therefore, a Boolean algebra.
As a consequence of the above axioms 9 various results can be estab-
lished and are summarized below.
The idempotent laws A z AUA and A s AOA follow directly from the
axioms.
From the absorption laws, it follows that If one ©f AnB s A ©r
AUB = B holds, then so does the other relation. In case
AOB = A and AUB s B
,
we say that A is contained in B and write A <=, B where the relation
<^= is called the (Boolean) inclusion .
If the Boolean algebra (£> is a field of sets, then the Boolean in-
clusion S= coincides with the set-theoretic inclusion and has the follow-
ing properties (those which define a partial ordering \jL7j,
i. AS=A (reflexive)
ii. if A<~B and B^A y then A £ B (antisymmetric N )
iii. if A^B and B^C, then A^C (transitive)
where A, B, C are arbitrary elements of the Boolean algebra Ob „
The element A/^IA" is called the zero element (or zero) and is de-
noted by 0. It can be shown \_lb\ from the axioms and the inclusion re-
lation that Af\A' does not depend on the choic : of a in (2> and that
the zero is unique
.
The element AUA' (which also may be shown to be independent ©f
the choice of A and unique) is called the unit element and will be
denoted by 1.
A familiar principle in Boolean algebra is the duality principle 9

which follows primarily from the symmetrical the ms
U and C\ . For example the set axioms remain un d if U is r
placed by f} and O is replaced by \J . The substitutions of U by P\
and H by J transforms the unit element into the zero element and the
zero element into the unit. Therefore B given a statement about [J s f\ 9
0,1, the dual statement is obtained by substituting f\ for \J , v^J
for r\ i 1 for 0, and for 1. As a consequence of the principle of
duality, we can restate the axioms using only fA and " . And, as duality
appears in every development of the Boolean theory,, a choice between two
possible approaches should be made; the dual then follows as a natural
consequence. In the development of logic, emphasis is placed on truth
and probability (with "1" for "true"). The dual approach would emphasize
falsity and refutability (with "0" for "false").
Closely related to the concept of duality, the De Morgan formulas
provide a convenient method for transforming relations involving U
and " into relations involving r\ and in the following manner;
(AUB) ' : A'AB* S (APiB)' s A"UB«
The element AAB" is denoted by A~B and called the difference of
A and B„ If the Boolean algebra is a field of sets, then A - E cc
cides with the set-theoretic difference of sets A and B. Some useful
properties of difference are;
A^B if and only if A - B =
and A^B if and only if a'vJB s 1
Elements A,B in B are disjoint if AHB i 0. m follows
that
AH(B-A) s




Throughout the first section,, the equality symbol " * " was tacitly
used in the sense of logical identity. Through everyday usage, the
equality relation is considered as a synonym for either identity &t a
qualified degree of likeness . But as Stoll {\i~\ has pointed out.,
the relation is restricted to elements having identical form., then, in
general, it is not possible to generate a Boolean algebra. Set re1
tions, however, can be developed under " s " as identity by use of V
Axiom of Extent: If A and B are sets and if, for all x„ % € A if
and only if x^B, then A » B. For example v through the Axiom of Ex-
tent, it can be shown that the commutative relation, AUB £ BUA, is a
consequence.
A further analysis of the equality relation \\s] leads t® the con-
clusion that equality satisfies the axioms leading to the definition of
an equivalence relation as a relation r in a set A such that:
i. x r x for all x in A (reflexive)
ii. If x r y, then y r x (symmetric)
lit. If x r y and y r 2, then x r z (transitive)
The main feature of equivalence relations is that it divides all meiii=
bers of a set A into disjoint subsets called equivalence classes, de-





ii. if x r y, then ^x^ s \~y\ and conversely.
As a partition of a set A is a disjoint collection CL °f noo*
empty and distinct subsets of A such that each member of A is a

member of exactly one member of uLj it follows that the collect 1'
distinct equivalence classes is a partition of A-
The fact that an equivalence relation defines a partition (
versely) demonstrates that the reflexive,, symmetric and transitive axioms
are adeq-c^te to assure the desired separation Into classes., and
that they characterize equality. Consequently,, any equivalence relation
may be called an equality relation.
Throughout this investigation erties of Boolean
and the propositional calculus to follow, the problem will be to idem
elements which, although not of identical form, exhibit a certain Lil
ness denoted by the basic relation, s - This equals relatj m ist lead
i partition of the basic set, and is therefore an equivalence re
tion,
It is then necessary to be more explicit about the meaning oi
equality and so we re-define a Boolean algebra ($ to include -
primitive term as follows.
<2> - (*. u , r\ » *» - )
such that the following axioms are satisfied;
i„ - is an equivalence relation in A
ii. If A s B, then AC\C z Bf\C for ail C
ill. If A s S, then A 4 -. B"
iVo Axioms of Section 1 are satisfied.
Then it can be shown that if A = B, it follows that AU C = EU C
for all C as ii c and iii. above postulate a substitution principleo
Thus to use a Boolean algebra as a model it is necessary to inter-
pret equality as well as the other elements in the definiens.

3. Prepositional Calculus.
Historically,, George Boole developed the theory of Boolean algebra
(Algebra of Logic) as an aid in investigating, the "laws of thought".
It is not surprising then that there are rany important applications of
Boolean algebra to the theory of Mathematical Logic
„
This section is intended to develop the necessary concepts of pr. pc
sitional calculus and to show its connection with Boolean algebra.
The usual way to see the connection between Boolean algebra a
logic is to begin by examining the manner in which sentences are
bined by means of sentential connectives ^j-?3* "eC ^o ^e *rt arbitrary
non-empty set containing at least two members (these members oi
to be called prime statements ). If p6 S , then associated with p we
must assign a truth value T or F„ Then let A, Vi \ &e distinct
objects not contained in S
fl
(where, intuitively, V »A » J i &te to be
thought of as the logical connectives "or", "and", "not", respective]
The set SQ can then be extended to a set S (the members of
which are to be called composite statements ) by adjoining all &<•
which can be formed by using the sentential connectives in all p
(but finite) ways. Then if p„ q are in S » p" s PAq* pVq it i li
S so that S is closed under the operations " » A » V -
The prepositional calculus is concerned with the truth values of
composite statements in terms of one of the truth-value assignments
(T for "true" or F for "false") to the prime statements and in terms of
the interrelations of the truth values of composite statements having
some prime components in common.
If p and q are in S » then pAq and q/\p ire distinct

elements in S but truth value seems to require th.*t if p and q
sentences, then "p and q" and "q and p" should have a certain degt
likeness (>r the same truth value).
Two propositions of the propositions! calculus are said to be
equivalent (eq) if they have the same truth value, so that in
intuitive example above
p A q eq q A p
which corresponds with the law of Boolean algebra
A r\ B - BOA
Here, then the elements r\ and x of the Boolean algebra correspc
with the elements /\ and eq of the propositional calculus. Similarly
the elements \J and ' correspond with V and ' respectively, and tl
laws of Boolean algebra also hold for the logic of propositions* In













pvp 1 PA P '
Thus the propositional calculus is a Boolean algebra and I
Boolean symbols and logic symbols will be freely interchanged*
The elements of S which correspond with the and 1 of the
Boolean algebra are PAP" and pVp", respectively* Considering the
elements of S as sentences, a statement of the form p/\p" ("both p
and not p") Is intuitively "false". A statement of the form ps/p"
("p or not p")> on the other hand would seem to be "true" = and Is

treated in classical Aristotiean logic.
i truth value of composite statements is defined in accordance witw




v PAq pv q
T T F T T
T F F F T
F T T F
F F T F F 1
Table 1
Negation, Conjunction and Disjunction
These definitions are intuitively clear. If a statement is ti i
its negation is false (and vice versa). For the conjunction of two state-
ments to be true, it is necessary that both prime statements be true. The
disjunction is used in the inclusive or meaning: "p is true or q is
true or both are true".
All the 16 truth functions of two variables can be expressed in terms
of V, /\ , and ' . For example, "if . ,, „ then. ., „ " (material implication;
conditional ) , and "if and only if" (material equivalence; biconditional )




p q pV q CpAq) V (p'Aq 1 )
T T T T
T F F F
F T T F
F F T T
Table 2
Conditional and Bice
The conditional p*v/q is coamonly denoted p-»q s that p•—?
is an alternate way of indicating material implication. p —>q repre-
sents the assertion that for each possible pair of corresponding values
pQy q of the statements p and q, "either p is false or, if
p is true, then q is true also".ro Mo
The biconditional is commonly denoted by the symbol p<->q.
p^-5>q asserts "either p and q are true or p and q are false "
In comparing the biconditional with identity
s
it is seen p s q oieans
that p and q are the same statements while p^->q means that p
and q have the same truth value.
The following table combines the truth tables of Tables 1 and 2






F False; ne^ •
1 1 P A q Disjunction And ^ fa
2 10 PA q< y P
3 11 P P
4 10 p'a q Only q
5 10 1 q q
6 110 (PA q') V (p'Afl) Symmetric
Difference
1 e 1 se
! 7 111 P V q Conjunction e it
8 10 P'Aq' Double stroke i Lther
9 10 1 (PA q) V (P V A q") Bicondit alii , Lf and
ily if
. 1 q' not q
11 10 11 pV q ^ditional if q v then p
12 110 P' not p
13 110 1 p'V q Conditional if p s then q
14 1110 p'vq' Scheffet stroke nor ( ' r -
.
15 1111 T logy Trues al«
Table 3
The 16 Truth Functions of Two Statements
The truth table defin s are arranged In ;nt row f
with for F and 1 for T. Column 1 is the deci
the binary number in column 2„ Column 2 is the 2 possible truth fur
tions of n = 2 propositions. Column 3 are the possibl
the sentential connections V» A« "• Column 4 lists the usual
10

vpressions listed in Column 3o Colin \ 5 Lists the c
>ns applied to tfc propositions of col I \] J .
r example, 13 is (the decimal equivalent of 11 II 1*2 +- 1.2* +
1 t t : 13 . This binary number represents pVq as the only zero
in 1101 occurs in the column where p i 1 and q s ., th • spend-
ing with the truth table for the conditional ("if p, then q' ) sis ' rived
in Table 2.
Some of the logical functions Cable 3 .
portance with the basic ones defined in. rahle 1. #6 is known a
ilusive or and asserts "p or q but no' -^elusive or H
normally symbolized by pA<j and called the symmet ric difference . -;8
,
called the double stroke „ uses the symbol, pt q. #14 is called tl
Schef fer stroke of p and q^ asserts "either p v or q" or b©tl
is denoted by the symbol, pj^q*
A proposition is a tautology (or is valid) if - Jth value is
under all assignments of truth values to its prine statements. (#13 of
Table 3 is then a tautology as it is true fo; its of I
P to p or q„)
The traditional approach to establishing i si I iCologies (a
subset of S) is to establish an initial set of tautol
provide a rule for new tautologies from the old fj>J • As part of tl
procedure some abbreviations of admissible sequences ('-aembers of S) axe
formed:
I. if p and q are members of S, write pA a
for (<p') V (q*)) 1
ii. write p^>q for pVq
11

iti > write p^->q for p —*> q A q^>p





iv. (p-^q)^ ({r-^ p)_* (r—>q>)
Then new tautologies can be formed by the following rale Ter-
ence (modus ponens); If p is a tautology and if p—> q is a taut
then q is a tautology.
Case #1 of Table 3 is an illustration of the class of propos
called incons istent (propositions which are false for all assignments of
T or F to the prime statements). All the other propositions (includ-
ing #15) are consisten t as they are true for some assignmeat I
to the prime statements.
One proposition implies another if there is no assignment of tru r
values which makes the first proposition true and the second false.,
(This logical implication is illustrated by #11., pVq" for q-^p„
and by #13, p'vq for p -^ q. }
Two propositions are equivalent if they i?aply each other. (
ing this definition with the discussion on tautologies leads to a mechani-
cal procedure for deciding if a proposition is a tautology by an exam
tion of its truth table: Two propositions p and q are called logic-
ally equivalent if p<6^>q is a tautology,
It can then be shown that the logical equivalence of propositi




:>^>P) : (P"v p) a Cp"v -^ v | | A V
= Cp v P)V Cp v p)
r 0V1 r 1
il. (p**q)-»(q«->p) = [(pVq)A(qVpj) 1 vffa'v P) ^(p'Vqj)
= JpVq)A(pVq')]v [(pVq") A Vqj]
s (pVl) A(q'Vl)ACqVl) A(p°Vl) s 1
lit. (p«-»q) A(q4-»r)—*(p<-*l
= gp'Aq^VCpAqQ* V \Cq* A r ') V (q Ar)}
'
vjfp'Ar'W/pA^']
r [(pVq)A (pV q')] v[(qVr)A (q*V r'jjvjl] .
The prepositional calculus is., then, characterized bys
i. the logical equivalence of propositions
relation,
ii. the subset of tautologies s and
iii. the set S of all fomutas of the theory based on Che tw




is esi ' i
equ I
calculus was identified as a Be algebra wit
cai equivalence such a relation is a
r
-is study of Boolean algebra as re';:', i to ul is
; re iatiosa
a the
basic set whose elements are the 8 -
s relation 9 in B La called a - Lorn [17J
i. 8 i -'.quiv-ilence relation in B
ii. if aeb s then &r\c e br\e fox LI c
L. If 43b, then
A coogruenc* relation is : if .. : 11
,tion in B. (If 9 is the univ-:
only if a,b€B implies [aQ a B for all a in B. v
which cannot constitute a Boolean algebra.)
Various proper
t
i proper congruc tions
definition; among them ai
1) If adc arid bGd , then aO b@cA d
gous with the substitutivity property discussed i r))„
B/9 is the set of 9 - equivalence cla L , tfei
perty becomes:
2) If [a] s [c] and [b] s [d] , then [aO § . [cO d]
In addition, it follows from the third i • ilrement of congruence





li, £Q [b] = [a • b)
and observe that
[a] s \j^^—>a©b d quality tn B/^ as set equality,.
Then, by verification of the axioms of the Boolean algebra, it can
be shO'vn that B/8 is a &- -. Lied • 'Boolean algebra
induced by &)
,
Therefore, from a Boolean algs*- B, and a proper congruence
relation © on B, another Bo algebra, B/6, may be derived The
elements of B/9 are the © -equivalence classes and the operations of B/©
are defined in terms of those f the original algebra using represents*
tives of equivalence classes. If 8 is different from the equality re-
lation in B, then B/© may be essentially different from B.
Further relationships of m algebra, B/©. to the Boolean
algebra, B, under a propei congruence relation will be pointed out
following a discussion of the pt s of homomorphisms and isomorphisms
Let B and C be x ras. A mtp >ing g of B onto C
is said to be a homnaorf 'Maim ,i6 \ ; i the mapping preserves intersec-
tions and complements, t
g (a .A b) s g (a) n g (b)
g (a')
As a consequence of the defir v
3) g (a-b) 5 g(a b'] a) (\ g(b»)
- g(a) U - g (a) - g(b>
The h'Omomorphism transform Lt of B onto the zero
15

unit of C, which is ambiguously denoted also by and 1:
4) g(0) = ; g(l) s 1
as g(0) = g(a (\ a') = g(a) f\ <g(a)) ¥ =
and dually for g(l) = 1
The homomorphism g preserves the inclusion;
(if a Q b<~> a r\ b' s 0, then g(a) Q. g(b)).
For if b r a U b; g(b) = g(a U b) a g(a) J g(b)
A one-to-one homomorphism is called an isomorphism and the algebra B
and C are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism g of B onto C.
Then g"* is an isomorphism of C onto B.
In order that a one-to-one mapping B onto C be an isomorphism,
it is necessary and sufficient that both g and g~ preserve the in-
clusion. (This theorem then implies (4)), QL6J
.
A h isomorphism g of B into C is an isomorphism if and only if
g" (0) contains only the zero of B, that is
5) g(a) r implies that a
Returning to the derived Boolean algebra B/0, additional theorems,
definitions and concepts of a proper congruence relation are presented (j-7J.
Let 9 be a proper congruence in a Boolean algebra B and define
the functions p : B-*B/9 by p(a) z [a] . Then p is a homomorphism.
(p is called the natural mapping of B onto B/9.)
The algebra B/9 of 9 - equivalence classes is a homomorphic image
of B under the natural mapping on B onto B/9. If the algebra C is
a homomorphic image of B, then C is isomorphic to some B/9. Moreover,
if f : B-*C is the homomorphism at hand, then f s g o p where p is
the natural mapping of B onto B/9 and g is an isomorphism of B/9
16

onto C s where <-Po l/
1 is the composition of the mappings <P and 4'.
As a consequence of these theorems it follows that the homcmorphisms
of a Boolean algebra are in one-to-one correspondence with the proper
congruence relations on the algebra.
If is the equality relation, then the elements of B will map
onto one of the equivalence classes *\Q~\ or \l\ . If a proposition in B
is refutable, then its image in B/0 is equal to 0- If a proposition
in B is provable, then its image in B/8 is equal to 1. Then, with
9 the equality relation, \l\ is the class of all tautologies and, as
stated in the last section, a necessary and sufficient condition for
p s q is that the biconditional of p and q be a tautology
.
Then as was noted in the interpretation of Boolean algebra axioms
in the previous section, S becomes a Boolean algebra after identifica-
tion of equivalent formulas. This Boolean algebra is called the Linden-
baum algebra of the propositional calculus (l6j
.
The fundamental completeness theorem of the propositional calculus
[12] states that the formulas obtained from the set of axioms by means
of the rules of inference coincides with the class of all tautologies
,
The completeness theorem can be obtained from the fundamental representa-
tion theorem stating that every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field
of sets
s
and conversely, the fundamental representation theorem for
Boolean algebra can be directly deduced from the completeness theorem \7~\,
17

5. Alternate Approaches to Truth-Values.
In defining the propositional calculus, a primary objective was to
ensure that equivalent propositions were assigned the same truth- value.
At the conclusion of the previous section , it was demonstrated that any
two-valued Isomorphism gave a truth-valuation of the elements of S upon
assignment of T or F to propositions according as the equivalence
class is assigned to T or F. This procedure resulted in the truth-
table solution and the collapse of the Boolean algebra to the (0, 1)
algebra.
Various other aspects of the truth-value problem are discussed in
this section. One of these will lead to the development of a general
theory of truth-values in terms of truth- functions mapping the elements
of the Boolean algebra onto a "larger" algebra than the (0, 1),
A first consideration involved in solving logical problems by the
propositional calculus is embodied in the method of elimination which
states that the making of a statement is an assertion of the non-existence
of some of the classes \JL33 • Thus, logical reasoning involves elimination
of situations which conflict with clearly definable rules expressed by a
statement.
Two statements divide the universe into four classes characterized
by possession or non-possession of a. specified status. These four
classes are pAq, PAq', pV\ q, and pV\q'. (These four disjoint
classes are the "atoms" of the Boolean algebra. Their union is a tau-
tology.) [fj
The other truth- functions of two variables can be expressed as




i. T £ (pAq) V (P \q*) V (p'A q) V (p'Aq')
it. pv q = {(pAq)V (pAq°) V (p°A q)) A (p'Aq 1 )'
lit. p<-^q - ((pAq)V (?'Aq')) A <(p'A q) A (pAq 1 ))'
tv. p->q s ((PAq) V (P'A qW(p'Aq')) \(pAq")'
These relations illustrate the following theorem : [l4]
If B is a Boolean algebra with m (finite) elements, then B is
isomorphic to Bj, the Boolean algebra of all subclasses of the class of
all atoms in B.
Thus, the 16 truth- functions of two variables are expressed in forms
distinct with respect to truth-value. If one of T or F is assigned
to the prime statements, then the Boolean algebra (0, I) would result.
For example, if p $ \0] and q € \_l\ > then (using the decimal equiva-
lents of Table 3) i
[0] r (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10)
\l\ r (5, 6, 7, 11, 12 s 13, 14, 15)
As a further example of expressing the truth- functions in terms of
the others, it has been shown Q.2] that p u A q" and p'v q" are both
statements in terms of which ail the other functions may be expressed.
For example, the Scheffer stroke connective, p J, q r p" V q' , has the
following relations with the other truth- func tions • \JL5]
19

1 (p V q) i (p -1/ q)
2 [p \, (p 4, q)J 4 [p 4/ (p 4r q)]
3 P
4
^q | (p 4, q)j 4, [q 4, (p 4/ qg
5 q
6 [q J, (P 4/ q>3 4 [_P >V (p^l q)j
7 (p 4, p) i (q nL q)
8 (<p 4/ p) i (q ^ qj 4/ f(p 4/ P) i (q 4/ q)J
9 (p 4/ p) 4V (q 4/ q) ^ (p ir q)
10 (q 4, q)
11 q I (p V q)
12 p^ p
13 p 4/ (p 4/ q)
14 p ^ q
15 1
Table 4
Truth- functions expressed in items of the
Scheffer stroke connective
In the testing of theorems by machines, which is a central problem
of modern logic, complete truth tables are essential. But if a machine
is built primarily for solving problems in which one wishes to know what
truth values for individual terms are uniquely determined by a given
set of statements, it is possible to establish a process that dispenses
with the requirement of scanning truth tables. Truth tables can be scanned
rapidly if only a few terms are involved, but as the number of terms
20

increases, the scanning time increases at an accelerating rate. If the
scanning procedure is eliminated, the exact status of each variable be-
ing investigated by a logic machine would be shown after each new state-
ment is entered.
The digital computer solves problems in the prepositional logic by
assigning binary numbers to the various truth functions. These truth
numbers for the 16 truth functions of two variables are shown in column 2
of Table 3. Truth numbers for various relations can be combined by sim-
ple arithmetical rules to determine the validity, consistency, or incon-
sistency of compound statements. For example if the final truth number
is 1111, then the compound statement is a tautology.
As an example of "mechanized reasoning" in finding an "answer" to
a logical problem involving a large number of prime statements, consider
a problem with the following rules i (jLlj
If B, then C
A if and only if D
A or else B




where the OR ELSE, IF THEN, I? AND ONLY IF circuits perform electronic-
ally the definitions of Table re the leads 3, 1, 2 will
live ( s 1) if the correspond ales are sat* , or will be
grounded (s 0) if the rules are not satisfied.
To arrive at a solution y a trial solution is assumed and then modi
fied by a "feedback" process to remove features inconsistent with the
rules. For example, suppose the initial configuration is A B"C'D'
The first rule (if B, then C) Is satisfied so point 1 is liv>:
second rule (A if and only if D) is satisfied so point 2 is live;
but the third rule (A or else B) is not satisfied, so point 3 is
grounded, indicating that a change is required in the status of A or
B. This change could be accomplished by a "feedback" signal from the






If the status of A were changed „ than the condition to be tested
would be AB'C'D', for which rule 2 is not satisfied, requiring a
change to AB'C'D, AB'C'D does satisfy all the rules and is therefore
an answer to the problem. If all the answers (the other two are AB'CD
and a'BCD*} are desired ^ a new initial configuration would have to be
22

entered and the process repeated.
In the search for equivalence classes other thr*n [6] and '\l\ „ the
following definition is made:
Let 3" " }£ | £ : SQ
—*/t,f]1 . The members of J^ are to be
called truth functions [if] and consist of all mappings of prime state-
ments into T,F where f{?) - T is to be interpreted as "the prime
statement p has truth value T".
The discussion and examples of this section have been intended to
imply the feasibility of identifying the prepositional calculus with a
Boolean algebra other than the (0»L) algebra. Here, for example, no
assumption as to the number of elements of B have been made and each
element may have an arbitrarily assigned truth value.
So far, the discussion has been concerned with decidabie proposi-
tions, those which are either true or false. toother kind of problem
arises with a formula like
x4- y - 5
where x and y are variable symbols representing arbitrary numbers.
Formulas of this type represent propositional functions \9\. Replacement
of the variable symbols x and y by arbitrary but specific numbers
always results in a unique proposition to which the words "true" or
"false" can be applied,
A propositional function may then be defined as a formula which con-
tains one or more variable symbols whose allowable values are the members
of some specific set. The propositional function becomes a proposition
for any substitution of allowable values of the variables. Then the
truth function, f (p), of the propositional function , p s becomes a
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member of %; if a determination of f(p) - T or f(p) : F can be made.
As an aid in developing further equivalence classes,, a partially
ordered system [2^ is defined as any set P with a binary relation
such that
i. p ^ P, for all p£P (reflexive)
it. if p ^ q, and q 4= p a then p - q (antisymmetric)
iii. if p 4= q and q ^= r v then p 4= <~ (transitive)
It has been shown \l\ that the partial ordering relation symbol
"
-
" is equivalent to the material implication symbol " —^ ", so that
for truth functions the following properties hold,
i. ^ f ^ 1
ii, f ^ f for all f
iii. If f 4 g and g ^ f , then f - g
iv. If f 4= g and g^h, then f 4= h
v. f — g if and only if f a S - i
vi. f 4=. g if and only if f V g - g
vii. f 4 g if and only if f Ag 1 :0
viii. f ^g if and only if f ' V g % 1
These properties are clearly satisfied for the Boolean algebra
(0„ 1) , Thus f == g is equivalent to the requirement that whenever f
has the truth value 1, the value of g must also be I. This require-
ment can be rephrased as "whenever f is true, g must also be true,"
which is equivalent to f —^ g.
This ordering relation can then be applied to the truth functions
of Table 3 using the property (v)» f 4= g if and only if f A S = f ,
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to obtain the conditional relations;
=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 V 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 s 15
1^3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15
2^3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15
3^7, 11, 15
4^5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15
5^7, 13, 15
6 ^ 7„ 14, 15
7 - 15
8^9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
9 ^ 11, 13, 15
10-^ 11, 14, 15
11 -15




These relations then determine 16 classes such that given any condi
tional composite statement with one truth function as the antecedent and
another as the cors quei t, chen it can be immediately determined if the
statement is a tautology. For example, 8 ^ 11 (i.e. f(p*A q') —
->
f(q'V p)) is a tautology
The partial order relation is not an equivalence relation, as the
former has the antisymmetric property and the latter requires symmetry.
The " — " was defined by abstracting the properties of order for real
numbers. Every pair of two real numbers a and b are comparable,,
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However, for set inclusion, ==&
,
it is possible to have an incomparable
pair of subsets. For example
,
p and p" (or any truth function and its
complement) are not comparable as they are never simultaneous 1 or 0.
Returning to the development of equivalence classes for the members
f of ,37 , truth values for formulas can be developed in the following
manner;
For any f e 3. , with p, q <= S » define
o o
1) f(p') = fT " *(P) = F
F if f(p) s T
1 z fT if f(p) 3 T or f(q) * T
F otherwise
[ T if f (p) z T and f (q) z T
F otherwise
Then if r is any formula in S - S , f(r) can be derived from
the above definitions through a finite sequence of members of S_ using





and q : p t A q^ , then
f(r) r f(p) V f(q) x f(p[ A qi ) Vf( Pl A qp
- f T if f(p[A q
L
) = T or f( ?1 A q[) = T
^F otherwise
if f(p[) s T and f(q
L
) z T, or
if f(p
L
) s T and f(qj) z T
F otherwise
(if f(p) s F and f(q) = T, or




which agrees with the truth values of the symmetric difference function.
Usually, as in Tables i„ 2 and 3 S f is oaitted and it is under-
stood that a particular truth function f is being examined. If values
of f(p) and f(tq) were specified., then exactly one row (column of
Table 3) would be sufficient to determine the value of f(r).
We define an equivalence relation in S by;
if p, q 6 S, then p - q £-^f(p) - f(q) for all f ^ ^TQ . (Two pro-
positions p and q are equivalent if and only if truth table values
are identical.)
Then as f (pVp 1 ) s j T if f(p) * T or f(p«) : T
I F otherwise
s T if f(p) = T or f(p) : F
= T for all £ €. 3[ , let 1 = pv p' for p 6 S
o <
Similarly, let s pA p", and it then follows that
f(l) r T for all f 6 3- , and
o
f(0) r F for all f fc 3"Q
Thus there exists a function, f , assigning to each formula of S of
the propositional calculus a truth-value, T or F. For the formulas of
Tables 1 and 2, these assignments can be expressed in the following form;
i. f(p') = T if and only if f(p) s F
ii. f(pVq) s T if and only if f(p) or f(q) = T
ill. f(pAq) = F if and only if f(p) or f(q) = F
iv. f(p—>q) : F if and only if f(p) z T and f(q) s F
or f(p-^>q) s T if and only if f (p) ^ f(q)
v. f(pf^ q) = T if and only if f (p) - f (q)
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The truth table method provides an adequate means of expressing all
possible truth functions of any number of prime statements. If £ 6 3 &
is selected then the statement calculus reduces to the (0,1) algebra.
Otherwise, there will be more than two equivalence classes by the above
definition. Thus the prepositional calculus is adequ; te to express ail
truth functions and is said to be functionally complete \_i\
The 16 truth functions of two arguments, *" (p*q) * . - - • » fi5(p»<0
of Table 3 are of three different kinds. Tautologous truth functions are
functions whose values are true regardless of the truth or falsehood of
their arguments. Contradictory truth functions are functions whose values
are false regardless of the truth or falsehood of their arguments. Con-
tingent truth functions are functions which are true for some values of
their arguments and false for others.
Another aspect of truth values is developed through the concept of
a truth set, which is defined as follows: [ldQ
Let r\X be a set of logical possibilities, and p, q r... be state-
ments relative to ^ ; let P, Q, R,... be the subsets of %(f for which
statements p, q, r,.... are respectively true; then we call P„ Q, R,.„„
the truth sets of statements p, q, r
For the example on "mechanized reasoning" in this section, \L> is the
set of 16 logical possible combinations of the letters A, B, C
s D and
their negation; p, q, r are the statements "if B, then C" , "A if
and only if D", and "A or else B", respectively; and the truth sets
P,Q,R are AB'C'D, AB'CD, and A'BCD'.
The concept of the equality of two functions becomes clearer if
thought of in terms of truth sets. Let f and g be two functions
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defined on the same domain D. The statement f(x) s gCx) determines
a certain truth set consisting of elements x for which the two func-
tions happen to have the same value. The truth set may be esapty, if the
two functions have no common value. The truth set may be all of D,
which then implies that f - g. Thus, the two functions are equal if
f(x) : g(x) has as its truth set the entire domain,
The definition of truth set above is equivalent to the following
formulation of the problem: (Note; Material is from class notes taken
in a course on Boolean Algebra presented by Dr. Peter W. Zehna of the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. A search of the literature by the
author of thl3 thesis failed to show that this approach is available
elsewhere.)
Let S be the Boolean algebra of the propositlonal calculus, For
every p <£• S , define the truth set of p, denoted 37 , by
P
then j^p) C$o for all p £ S.
The truth set of p has the following properties *
l
> 3y <V
Proof; f 6 J , <^> f(p') = T<=3>f(p) :F^f i %rn 4& f € ( % )
'
P ' P P
2
> ^pv q = V^q
Proofs f ^3f ^ f & Sr or ftl ^ f <P> = T or
^pvq ^ p <* q
f<q) :T^f(pvq);T^ f S £p \)Q
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Proofs f^3"„.«^ f f 3- and f s A„45> f<p) s T
and f(q) = T<^> f(pAq) = T<£4> f 6 3 p <3"q
Proof - I) Suppose P = q Then f(p) r f(q) for .til f 6 3r . Thus if
f <£ ^r , then f (p) : T z f (q) so that f <=- ^ * and c
P
verse ly* Hence Jr
p
s Q-
11) Suppose ^- r Jjr If f(p) s T, then f 6 %r , and so
f 6^-q, and f{q> ; T. If f(p) = F , then f
^ Q , tl
f <^ ^r , so f(q) i P. Hence, p ; q.
' q
5) £ * ; J-L = gr
Proof.: i) f fe J o ^> f(0) = T =^^~ = $
il) f t 3^=* f(l> = T =^ ^j , 3-
(Then. pj;S is a tautoLogy<^> 3r p = 3f )
6) p —^ q is a tautology^ ^— q H.
Proof: i) Suppose p —^ q is a tautology. Then ^- : 4 :
ii) Suppose 4- <C Jdr « (Then the converse follows by revers-
ing the above steps.)
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7) If ^Pi, P2 > . ..»» PnC are inconsistent, then
i r 1
Proofs < p , „ . . , p S inconsistent <^$> for all f € <gr ,
f(Pj) = F for some i 4=^> for all f e j,
f 4 J: , for some i «^=^ for all f c-g ,
n






6. £ur«vnry and Recommendations
This thesis his considered some the
algebra and the prepositional calculus. In paritJ the ©f
truth value, truth functions a^d truth sets were defiu and developed.
The Boolean algebra operations of union, int< ind coraple-
mentation were shown to have the same properties as the corresponding
operations ia the algebra of sets» Later these operations were shown t©
'taalogs of the logical sentential connectives
s
"or", "and", and "not"
The equality symbol was discussed in its various uses. lentity
in form or as showing a specified degree of litk^aess I
relation. Characteristics of equivalence re
discussed, Section 2 ended with the conclusion that it was E y t®
interpret equality in using Boolean algebra as i model.
! propositional calculus was outli In a standard 'lop
the necessary concepts and to show Lts interpretation as a Boolean a
bra. a "truth table" was established in terras of the connectives "or",
"and", and "not" for the 16 truth- functions of two variables.
properties of these functions were discussed and the *
illustrate various concepts throughout the thesis » er-
istics of the propositi-'<-vil calculus were sua ( u !
of Section 3.
Properties of congruence relations, homoi&orphlsms and isosmorphist
were then discussed. Froa a Boolean algebra, B y and <di proper eongru-
ence ft on B, an induced Boolean algebra B/ft was developed. Section
4 concluded with the observation that if 8 is the equality relati©n 9
then the elements of the Boolean algebra, B, will map onto one of to
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equivalence classes, \o] or \l\ .
Section 5 developed concepts designed to show that a Boolean algebra
of the statement calculus may consist of more than the (0, 1) algebra.
Background material and examples led to a discussion of truth functions.
Truth functions were developed from fundamental concepts of mapping
statements into the set V T, Fj . As another aspect of the problem
truth sets were introduced and their properties studied.
Most of the material of the thesis could have been developed within
the framework of free Boolean algebras \6\ . A subset S of an algebra
A generates A if S is not included in any proper subalgebra of A.
If, moreover, every function from S into an algebra B has a (neces-
sarily unique) extension that is a homomorphism from A to B, then S
is a set of free generators of A. An algebra is free if it has a set
of free generators.
The following are illustrations of some concepts of free Boolean
algebras related to the material of this thesis'
1) Every four-element Boolean algebra is a free Boolean algebra
with one free generator Flo! .
Hence all of the following sub-algebras of the Boolean algebra of
Table 3 are examples of free Boolean algebras:
(0, 1, 14, 15) (0, 5, 1G\ 15)
(0, 2, 13, 15) (0, 6, 9, 15)
(0, 3, 12, 15) (0, 7, 8, 13)
(0, 4, 11, 15)




-.} A finite Boolean algebra is free if and only if it has
ts. It then his n free generators :-.nd
Thus, far n s 2, the 16 elements would be generated by the two free
generators, p and q, and would consist of the four atoas, p /\ q,
p /\ a
J
, p"/\ q, and p"/\ q v .
The main concern of this thesis is with the propositi^- iculus
and its associated algebraic aspects in the theory of Boolean algebra.
More detailed studies in logic belong to the monadic functional calculus,
the pure first-order functional calculus,, a&d the functional calculus
with equality whose algebraic aspects are found in monadic algebras, poly-
adic algebras, and cylindric algebras respectively \VJ.
A monadic (Boolean) algebra is a pair (A, 3 )» wh^re A is a an
algebra and 3 1S a quantifier en a. The monadic algebra is generalized
to the concept of a quantifier algebra (A 9 1,3 ) where 1 is a set >i
valuables.
The theory of cylindric algebras (which could also be cjilkeJ qu
fier algebras) aims at providing a class of algebraic structures thai
bear the same relations to (first-order) predicate logic as the class of
Boolean algebras bears to sentential logic jjTJ •
Quantifier algebras are found to be an ineffici€ ical tool •
th«;-v cc not allow for treatment of transformation oi variables. This
limitation then leads to the development of polyad ic algebras (A, 1 „ . 3 )
with S a function from transformations on I to A.
The algebraization of various portions of predicate logic has i
origins in the nineteenth century, pierce and Schroder developed tl
logic of binary predicates. Tarski expanded the subject further in tl
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form of modern algebraic theory dealing with structures called relation
algebras [19]
.
As a recommendation for further study, an investigation of the con-
cepts and methods of free Boolean algebras should prove helpful in
establishing algebraic structures for logic. For example, a next step
following the material of this thesis would be the introduction and study
of quantifiers. Then, the examination of the predicate calculus would
coincide with the study of Boolean algebras with unions and intersect: ions
corresponding to the logical quantifiers, The algebras of predicate
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